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Introduction

IN this note we consider one example of the splittings described in [1]
namely the splitting of the 2-localization of the space 2(CP" x CP") into
a bouquet of spaces. This is a particularly simple example and using the
methods of that paper it is very easy to calculate the cohomology of the
spaces of the bouquet with F2-

C°efficients. However in studying the
homotopy of these spaces this may not be sufficient. Here we describe
their integral cohomology.

The splitting is governed by idempotents in the group ring F2GL(2, F^).
This example is simple because GL{2, F2) is small and furthermore the
idempotents can be lifted to idempotents in Z^2)GL(2, Z) allowing us to
be quite explicit. Our approach is modelled on the stable splitting of
RP" x RP" (where only ^-coefficients are relevant) described in [3].

These calculations arose in the course of applications to differential
topology. A preliminary version of the results was used in [4] to prove
that K e jrf4 is representable by a reframed hypersurface. They are used
([2] and [5]) in the construction of elements in jr»(M(/(n)) representing
immersions with an odd number of triple points.

1. The Splitting

Given an integer matrix

A~\b d

we may define a continuous homomorphism

by f(zl,z2) = (za
1z2, z\z$). This defines a right action of GL{2,Z) on

S1 x S1 and, by classifying, on CP" x CP". The induced map in
cohomology

//*(CP" x CP")-* H*(CP~ x CP") = Z[xu x2)

is given by linear substitution
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giving a left action of GL(2, Z) on H*(CF° x CP°°) (where xu x2 are
represented by the projection maps).

Let
/ 0 1\

= U -i)'
These two matrices generate a subgroup of GL(2, Z) of order 6
projecting isomorphically onto GL(2, F2). In the group ring Z(2)GL{2, Z)
we may write

1 = ex + e2 + e3

where el, e2 and e3 are the orthogonal idempotents

Using the suspension coordinate to add maps we may define correspond-
ing self-maps of the 2-localized space

e,:
For 1 =s i« 3, let Xt be the 2-local space defined by applying the telescope
construction to the iteration of the map et.

As a Z(2)-module, i?*(2(CP°° x CP")(2)) is isomorphic to

H*((CF~ x c r y ,
i.e. /Z(2)[J:I, X2] the augmentation ideal, and e* is given by acting on the
left by et. Hence the natural map

induces an isomorphism

/ ; : H*(Xt)->e^*(2(CP" x CP")(2)) ^ etll^[xlt x2].
Thus

( 2 ) ^ ^ v X2 v ^ 3

induces a cohomology isomorphism and so is a homotopy equivalence.
In fact X2 and X} split further as an axis 2CP"2> splits off each of them.

This requires the use of singular matrices.
Put

0\ / - I 0\ /̂0 0\
o) + ( o o)-3(o o)'

e3 = -oi2o,
e1= efifti, el = e, - e", for i = 2, 3.
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Then e/C/e, = e, and it follows that

is a splitting into orthogonal idempotents for / = 2, 3.
Now working as above we may define X\ and maps

inducing isomorphisms

H*(X'i)^e'iIZ{2)[xl,x2\,

and similarly for X"t. Thus we obtain the following result.

1.1 PROPOSITION. There is a homotopy equivalence

2(CF" X CF°)(2)-> Xl v X'2v X"2v X'3v XI

inducing isomorphisms

, x2] and H*(Xf)^ eVZ(2)[xu x2].

Remarks, (a) It is observed in [4] that we may take Xx to be
25((51 x S1) x Z/3)(2) and/j to be the localization of the map induced by
the inclusion

into the semidirect product defined using the Z/3-action on 51 x 51 given
by a.

(b) e'2a= -o^e^ and e"-io=-dle\ so that o2 induces homotopy
equivalences

The map 2CPf2) -*"-»• I(CP°° x CP~)(2) - ^ A^ is a homotopy
equivalence.

2. The Cohomology of the Pieces
It is convenient to introduce the following notation.

"2 = %1 — •* 1*2 "̂  -̂ 2

3— J i X 2 - ^ iX 2

<P3 = x\ — 3x2x2 + x\

It should be noted that q>\= d\- 96\ - 3d3q>3.
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2.1 PROPOSITION. Under the isomorphism of (l.l)

Proof. It is clear from the form of the idempotent ex that

eJZ^Xy, x2] = IZQAXU x2]
a

the subring of elements fixed under the action of a. Extending that action
to C[xit x2] we find two linear eigenpolynomials

£j = Xi + a>x2 with eigenvalue co

%2 = x2 + co2x2 with eigenvalue wi2

(where to2 + a> + 1 = 0). Thus a basis for the fixed point set is given by

C{xux2]° = €[$&,&&]
= C[82,63,q>3],

since 62 = §x§2, 3(a> - o>2)03 = §? - £i and 302 + 2<p3 = £ + &
The result now follows from the observation that

c[d2, 03, q>2] n zm[xu x2] = z(2)[62, e3, <p3].

This may be proved by induction on the degree. Let p(xx, x2) =
Pi(^2. #3) + <P3P2(#2> 63) be a homogeneous polynomial in
C[#2, 03, <P3] n Z(2)[JTI, ^2]- If #3 is a factor of each term we may divide
through by it. Otherwise p has a term ad2q>\ (e = 0 or 1 depending on the
parity of the degree of p). Putting x2 = 0we deduce that a e Z(2). Now
continue with p — a02<p|.

2.2 PROPOSITION, A4 basis
given by

Jemxx

Pu = •

020>3(*i

d'2^{x\
Q'i^i{x\

for the Z(2)-m

~x2)
+ x2)

-xl)
-4Xlx2 + xl)

oduit

for

for

for

for

> H*{X2)^e22

7 = 0

7 = l

7 = 0

7 = 1

(mod 2),

(mod 2),

(mod 2),

(mod 2),

for i, 7 > 0.

Proof. It is easy to check that, given v eZ(2)[x1, x2], then ve
e2Z(2)[*i, x?\ *f an<^ on^y if (1 + c + or2)u = 0 and TD = —v. This provides a
simple means of checking that the elements in the statement are in
e2Z(2)[*i, x2]. Furthermore since they each have a different leading term
and this has coefficient 1 they provide a basis for a subspace of e2C[*i, x2]
whose intersection with Z(2)[*i, x2] they span over Z(2). This subspace has
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dimension [(n + 2)/3] in degree n. However, again using the above
characterization of the image of e2, e2C[xx, x2] has a basis

{(1 - T)§' ,& | i + 2/ = 0 (mod 3), i > ;} .

But this then has the same dimension as the subspace spanned by the
elements in the proposition and so is equal to it. This proves the result.

23 COROLLARY. A basis for the Z^-module H*(X2)s;e2Z<2)[xl, x2] is
given by {au,p,.j\i&0,j>0}.

Proof. e2 is non-zero on precisely those elements in the proposition for
which ; = 0, one in each degree.

Remarks (a) By the second remark after (1.1) we can easily obtain
H*(X3) and H*(X'3) by applying o2 to (2.2) and (2.3).

(b) The results of this note remain true if we merely localize away from
the prime 3. Simply replace Z(2) by Z[l/3] throughout.
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